Day 1 ARRIVAL DAY TOKAT
Upon your arrival at the airport
our staff will be ready to transfer
you to the Hotel, at the city
center. After having your
breakfast in the garden of the
Hotel, our skilful guides will be
available to take you for a four
hours tour in the city center.
With the slogan of ‘’ 900 Years Of
History in 900 Steps’’ you will be exploring a mid-size typical Anatolian City. The most
exciting time begins at the kitchen of our restaurant when the best cook ever will be there
to show our guests how to make the most delicious kebab of the World (Tokat Kebabı).
Dinner will be included not just Tokat Kebabı but some other local dishes too. We will not
finish the day before visiting the clock tower and having tea at Yüksek Kahve and Democracy
Museum.
Day 2 DEPARTURE FOR BALLICA CAVE and KAZGÖLÜ
The tour begins with a morning transfer to Ballica Cave; the wonder of nature,
which has recently been taken into the Tentative List of UNESCO. Kazgölü; a
temporary residence of birds
of passage will be our next
destination to be visited before
lunch. After visiting Mahperi
Hatun Caravanserai, we will
make our way to a garden to
help farmers there to make
their seasonal products. At a cottage house we will have traditional Turkish dinner
before going back to the hotel.
Day 3 ALMUS and NİKSAR
The day begins with a short boat ride in the Lake of Almus, observing the green
forests surrounding the lake for which Almus is famous. To taste gözleme
(Traditional Turkish Pancake) we will have a cafe break before leaving Almus. On
the way to Niksar we will stop
off at a panoramic view point
and observe Niksar Lowland
with an altitude of 300 meter
and
mostly
used
for
agricultural purposes. Upon
arrival time to The town of Niksar , listed as World Heritage Site at UNESCO’s
Tentative List, we will explore a Roman Arsenal, The Castle, Yağıbasan Madrasa
and the central guild bazaar, after having our lunch.
Day 4 PERŞEMBE SUMMER RANGES and ZINAV LAKE
After having breakfast at our hotel, we will give start to our journey for Perşembe
Summer Ranges at 9:00. Throughout the journey we will be enjoying the beautiful
scenery of Başçiftlik and
Reşadiye. After having a
short break at Zinav Lake
we will enjoy the
beautiful landscapes of
Perşembe
Summer
Ranges. For lunch we will
make barbecue and we will have Turkish Tea. Then for our flight we will
transfer the guests to the Airport.

